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Emmanuela 
My name is Emmanuela and I have been at LWS since 2017. I am the Nursery 
Manager as well as Room leader for the Cherubs class. I am a qualified level 3 and 
keep learning through various training done throughout the year. I believe in offering 
a welcoming and stimulating environment in order for children to achieve their full 
potential. It was after having my own child that my passion for childcare really grew 
as well as my understanding on how what is learnt through early years forms the 
basis for when starting primary education. I hope that you join us and see all the 
wonder that is LWS. 
 
Anne-Marie 
Hi!  My Name is Anne-Marie Julian, I am from St Lucia. I have worked at LWS since 
May 2016 and I am a qualified level 2, currently completing my level 3. At LWS I’ve 
worked with the babies and the cherubs and it is my passion to helping children 
achieve their full potential. I am currently co-room leader of the toddler room. 
Laura 
Hello! My name is Laura and I am from Spain. I started working in the school last 
July 2020, previously I did a 3 month internship here. I am qualified as a Level 6 and 
I am a Cherubs teacher. 
 
Tasnim 
My name is Tasnim Akhtar Rahman. I have been working at the Lloyd Williamson 
Schools since 2010. I am a level 3 but I currently work in the office 2 days a week. 
 
Chanice 
Hello, my name is Chanice, I’ve been at Lloyd Williamson since March 2017. Since 
an early age I have had a passion for nurturing children and helping them reach their 
full potential. I am currently completing my level 2 apprenticeship and hope to 
progress to level 3 after. 
 
Kirstie 

Hello, my name is Kirstie, I was born and bred in in London. I have worked at the 

Lloyd Williamson schools since 2008. Coming from a big family I have always 

wanted to work with Children. I am currently the co room leader for the Toddlers and 

a qualified Level 3. I will be working toward my level 5 shortly.  
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Lucy 
I attended both independent and state schools as a child. My first degree was at 
Reading University where I gained a BA in Psychology with my major areas in 



Neuropsychology and Child Development. I transferred to Selwyn College, 
Cambridge and completed a PGCE (teaching qualification) and then became a 
research post graduate receiving an M.Phil in Psychology of Education. My thesis 
was on the lack of creative language in severely disabled adolescents. 
 
Having spent three years in the City of London I went back to teaching which has 
always been my passion. After two years in a state school I was invited to join an 
independent school in Hampstead and worked there for six years. Since gaining my 
PGCE I have also taught third year B.Ed undergraduates in working with children 
with SEN. I worked as a freelance academic author writing three books on Maths 
and being part of a team, which won best new maths resource. I have also written 
articles on using practical Maths in classrooms.  
 
Since starting the Lloyd Williamson Schools, I have advised other groups on starting 
schools and nurseries from scratch. For six years I worked for the government 
training external examiners in marking SATS English at 11+ 
 
Although I still teach on two evenings a week I currently spend most of my day 
running the three nurseries and two schools that form the Lloyd Williamson Schools. 
 
Lucy Meyer M.Phil (cantab) PGCE  
 
Jerry 
I am a Cardiff University graduate (BSc Psychology), BCABA Therapist and qualified 
as a teacher  from Brunel University. After nearly 7 years of working in USA, Hong 
Kong and England as a ABA therapist, I decided to follow my vocation and interest in 
working as a class teacher as I realised that there is no better place than the 
classroom to prepare the children for the future. I have been working at The Lloyd 
Williamson School for 12 years and taught all age groups from nursery to KS2. I am 
currently the Deputy Head and head of key stage 2 and share the SENCO duties 
with the Co-Principal. 
 
Tim 
I am the head of art and music here at LWS. I graduated with a masters degree in 
illustration from the University of the Arts London (UAL) in 2013 and I have been 
teaching music for almost 20 years. I joined LWS in 2017 as a guitar teacher and 
began teaching art and music in 2018. As well as teaching these subjects I am a 
pastoral tutor in the upper school. My goal as a teacher is to impart a passion for 
creating art in the students and fill the classrooms with a love for noisemaking and 
performance.  
 
Hugh 

My name is Hugh Craig. I have been lucky enough to start my teaching career at 
LWS after training here whilst on my PGCE. I am now a QTS Before starting my 
teaching career, I studied for a BA Hons in Sociology and Criminology. This lead me 
to working as a mentor for young people who are known to social services alongside 
Westminster City Council’s Gangs unit. I am also an FA qualified coach, which I 
attained after using football to teach young people about HIV/AIDS in Tanzania with 
the charity VSO. I am currently studying for a Masters in Psychology. 
 



 
 
Adrian 
I am one the current class tutors at the Lloyd Williamson Lower School. I got my degree 
in Education, Specialty in Foreign Language in 2005 at the University of Granada -my 
hometown in Spain- as teaching has always been one of my passions. I started my 
teaching career in Dublin (Ireland) where I moved back after a previous experience 
there a few years earlier. Why in Dublin? Well, travelling is also one of my passions, 
so I have luckily been able combine both of them! I taught in a nursery for two years -
children from 1 to 3 years old- before I decided to move back to Spain. I lived in Madrid 
for five years and I taught at Khalil Gibran Bilingual School in Fuenlabrada, a town just 
outside the Spain’s capital city. Over there, I taught across the primary curriculum in 
both English and Spanish languages. 
I moved to England in 2012 and I started this new adventure in London as a Teacher 
Assistant at Hampstead School, just before I was offered a short-term teaching 
position in a small school in Southwark. I joined Lloyd Williamson School in April 2013 
as a nursery room leader. I worked in the Toddler room until the beginning the next 
school year (September 2013) when I started at the main school as the Y1 class 
teacher (obviously, my other role was to teach Spanish across the school too). Since 
then, I have happily had the opportunity of teaching different year groups and helping 
children to develop their skills as students and grow as individuals. 
 
Amisha 
My name is Amisha and I have been teaching at The Lloyd Williamson School for 
four years. I also trained here as a PGCE student. I gained a degree in English 
Literature in 2014 and completed my PGCE in 2016. I am currently the class teacher 
for Year 5, but also teach English and ICT to various other classes. The children and 
staff at LWS make my job, and each day at work, enjoyable, memorable and fun! 
 
 
 
Alban 
I studied Languages and International Business in the south of France. Then, I 
studied Business at the University of North Florida in Jacksonville Florida for two 
semesters. I then worked for 5 years in the hotel industry. I came to London in 2005 
where I completed a PGCE in Modern Foreign Languages in 2006-2007 at the 
Institute of Education in London. I’ve been teaching A level French for the past six 
years in a sixth form college in Clapham south and I’ve been teaching French to year 
6,7,8,9 and 10 pupils at Lloyd Williamson since September 2018. 
 
 
 
Debbie 
I head up the admin team at LWS – I am the bursar and general upper school 
administrator. I am also the marketing manager and run the school website. I publish 
the school newsletter every week. I also enjoy mentoring Years 9 and 10 – inspiring 
teenagers to fulfil their potential. I am also the school nutritionist as I have a degree 
in Nutrition from the University of West London. 
 
Guy 



Guy is the GCSE Latin, RS and Drama teacher at LWS. He studied Classics and 
Theology at Downing College, Cambridge and has taught since at various schools 
and as a private tutor since leaving university. He has a dog called George and is 
based in Brighton. 
 
 
Kai 
I'm Kai and I teach Geography at LWS to Years 6-9 and my GCSE students. I 
started at LWS in 2020 and began teaching as a private tutor for students in Key 
Stage 2, 3, 4 and 5 in 2016, and worked in Brazil as a classroom teacher in the 
Amazon in 2019. I currently study for a BSc in Population and Geography. My 
interests in Geography are to do with how location impacts family structure, how 
transport connects cities and rural areas, and the importance of pubs in the English 
countryside. I have previously researched attitudes towards housing in North 
Kensington. I grew up in West London but moved to the South Coast in 2019.  
 
 
Marlena 
I earned a Master of Arts degree in British and American language and literature 
from the University of Gdańsk, Poland. At LWS I teach English. 
I love books with complex, twisted narration – if you’ve read one that fits the 
description, do let me know! 
My favourite books are: “The Sound and the Fury” by William Faulkner, “The History 
of Love” by Nicole Krauss, as well as Tolkien’s “The Lord of the Rings” (come to 
think of it, the humble preposition “of” seems to be key, in close connection with a 
bunch of “the” articles), my favourite poet – Wisława Szymborska. My favourite quote 
comes from “Alice in Wonderland” (“sometimes I’ve believed as many as six 
impossible things before breakfast”) and my favourite photograph is “Man Jumping 
over Puddle” by J. A. Hampton (the unsubstantiated faith, the courage verging on 
bravado!).  
I have a weakness for all things whimsical. For two decades now I’ve been making 
humorous collages using newspaper clippings. I love baking – cheesecakes, 
Pavlovas, brownies, pies (rumour has it that I make good crispy crust pizza, too!).  
In my head I collect stories, images, gestures, impressions – and when I get a 
chance, often years later, I pin them down to a piece of paper (usually in my native 
Polish). 
I have two sons, William and Thomas, both at LWS.  
Due to my own life experience, I am passionate about raising Autism awareness.  
I treat each child at the school the way I wish for my children to be treated.  
 
Hussain 
I teach primary (KS2) science, and secondary (KS3/4) biology and maths at LWS. I 
am also the class tutor for years 9 (Upper Chalkers) and 10 (Hydras). I started 
teaching at LWS in early 2019. I enjoy teaching and I am passionate about the 
subjects I teach. I believe that every child has a right to education, and this inspired 
me to start private tutoring few years ago to KS3 up to and including A-Level 
students. In my capacity as class tutor, I support my students to cope with 
schoolwork, daily pressure and give advice and guidance on how to keep up and do 
their best of their abilities to move forward. And as a full-time teacher, I find myself 
quite engaged with fellow teachers, keep up to date with school policies and 



safeguarding children. I find the multicultural fusion amongst students and teachers 
in the school a beautiful replica of the mosaic life in cosmopolitan London. 

 
 
Mahy 
I am a qualified teacher with an active life-long, for over 19 years, commitment to 
teaching as a Maths, Physics and Chemistry teacher from GCSE (9-1) to A-Level 
covering various exam boards including AQA, OCR, and Edexcel. 
 
Through years of experience, I have contributed throughout the whole process of the 
development of learning programs. It includes identifying individual learning needs 
through diagnostic assessments, the design of innovative and cooperative 
teaching/learning methods/material/handouts, lab preparation, integrating technology 
with learning activities, the design of various assessment methods, as well as 
helping individuals with tutoring and exam preparation. 
 
I graduated with an MSc and BSc degree in the field of Physics, and further 
enhanced my teaching skills by attending various occupational training courses 
including AET, CET and DET courses. 
 
I enjoy working for schools, spending my time with students, learning new subjects 
and presenting them in the simplest possible language, in an interactive way via 
gamification to my learners. 
 
Sarah 
I teach ICT, Business Studies and Enterprise one day a week at LWS.  
Outside of this, I own and direct multiple businesses, situated in Staffing, Hospitality 
and Sustainability, which I have been doing for the past eleven years. I have a 
passion to see the innovative, creative capacities of children encouraged and grown 
and see the business owners of the future form. It is an honour to be able to support 
students explore their passions and interests, enabling the space for the knowledge 
and practical application in all of the subjects. Working in the small class groups 
LWS provides enables great relationship and interaction and I find myself learning 
from the students ingenious ideas! 
 
 

 


